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Abstract 
     The current study primarily aims to develop a dictionary system for tracing 

mobile phone numbers for call centers of mobile communication companies. This 

system tries to save the numbers using a digital search tree in order to make the 

processes of searching and retrieving customers‟ information easier and faster. 

Several shrubs that represent digits of the total phone numbers will be built through 

following the phone number digits to be added to the dictionary, with the owner 

name being at the last node in the tree. Thus, by such searching process, every phone 

number can be tracked digit-by-digit according to a required path inside its tree, 

until reaching the leaf. Then, the value stored in the node, that represents the name 

of phone number‟s owner, is returned. Consequently, the amount of memory 

required to store data will be reduced and data retrieval will be faster. 
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الهواتف المحمولة في مركز الاتصال بناءً على شجرة بحث رقمي معلومات استرداد  
 

 احمدصفا امين 
 العراق، بغداد، الجامعة التكنهلهجية ،قدم الهندسة الكيمياوية

 

 الخلاصه
ترالات الاكز المر رقام الههاتف النقالة أتتبع لتهدف الدراسة الحالية في المقام الأول إلى تطهير قامهس      

لجعل عممية البحث  . يحاول هذا النظام حفظ الأرقام باستخدام شجرة بحث رقميةالنقالةشركات الاترالات في 
من إجمالي أرقام  سيتم إنذاء العديد من الذجيرات التي تمثل أرقاما   واسترجاع معمهمات العملاء أسهل وأسرع.

 منتباع رقم الهاتف الذي سيتم إضافته إلى القامهس مع اسم المالك في العقدة الأخيرة إالههاتف من خلال 
لممدار المطمهب  تمه الآخر وفقا   ا  مكن تتبع كل رقم هاتف رقم، يالذجرة. وبالتالي، من خلال عممية البحث

داخل شجرته حتى الهصهل إلى الهرقة. ثم تقهم بإرجاع القيمة المخزنة في العقدة التي تمثل اسم مالك رقم 
 .وبذلك سيتم تقميل حجم الذاكرة المطمهبة لتخزين البيانات مع سرعة في استرجاع البيانات .الهاتف

 
1 Introduction 
     Recently, there were improvements in all technical features for smartphones. Relatively 

very fast processors and storage units are used for mobile phones. However, they are still 

considered as slow when compared to the personal computers [1]. Consequently, for smart 

phones and mobile devices, the algorithms designed to run on desktop computers are not 

considered as good choice. Some methods are applicable to reduce the computational costs. 
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They are typically employing feature hashing, performing nearest neighbor searches using 

Hamming distances. In general, they are making use of inverted files, such as hash tables. 

These tables require large memories to store the hash codes of the features. Moreover, in 

order to obtain good performance in retrieval, hash codes are relatively large and requiring 

fairly large memories to store large scale databases [2,3]. 

Many business managers depend on information technology to select their products; 

therefore, they use a Customer Relationship Manager System (CRMS), which is a system that 

can help companies to retrieve all information about their customers [4]. 

Operational CRMS is one area which is used by the staff in a call center that supports front 

office processes [5-7]. Also, in CRMS, the technologies and business processes are integrated 

and adopted to satisfy the requirements of customers during any given interaction [8]. 

Despite the spread of mobile phone companies and the development of software, especially in 

call centers, which facilitates the connection to customer information and their retrieval, there 

is no research available on this subject in the literature. 

In 1997, Grover used quantum mechanics to speed up a range of search applications over 

unsorted data. Quantum mechanical systems can be employed in a superposition of states to 

instantaneously examine many duplicate names. Successful computations may impose the 

phases of various operations by an appropriate adjustment, while others randomly interfere. 

Hence, only the access to the database can be used to obtain the desired phone number [9]. 

Cortes and Pregibon (2001) built a suite of tools for imagining information that is custom-

fitted to display calling motion in order to easily identify the user who has unfamiliar patterns. 

Then, those tools can be used to detect intercontinental calling fraud [10]. 

Pregibon and Cortes (2001) also developed signature-based methods to produce a mark from 

an information stream of call detail records to briefly portray the calling conduct of clients. 

Furthermore, they utilized peculiarity identification to gauge the bizarreness of another call 

compared with a specific record [10, 11]. 

Fashoto et al. (2013) used Knee-Point K-means clustering algorithm to discover fraudulent 

privileges in the National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) [12]. Likewise, Adeyemo and 

Oyeniyi (2015) developed a model in banking sectors using data mining techniques to analyze 

customer churn. In that model, they utilized simple Knee Means (KMeans) in the clustering 

stage and a rule-based algorithm for the rule generation stage [13]. 

This system was built through utilizing Visual Basic.net 2008, which is an object-oriented 

computer programming language that can be viewed as an evaluation of the Microsoft‟s 

Visual Basic (VB) that is generally implemented on the Microsoft.NET Framework. Visual 

Basic. NET with ADO.net is the best database programming approach since it enables the 

programmer to work in graphical user interface environment (GUI). The training process was 

implemented on an Intel core2 dual processor with a speed of 1.80 GHz. The capacity of 

RAM is 1016 GB. WINDOWS XP is the operating system used for implementation.  

1.1 Types of Data in Telecommunication Industry 

Fundamentally, data are divided into two types; customer detail records (CDRs) and Profile 

Data. The CDRs data include “A” number (originator), “B” number (terminator), call type, 

call duration (total and mean), and count of calls. Profile data include information about 

mobile number, subscriber tenure, subscriber plan, and region [14]. 

Each application or system should firstly detect the data in order to enhance and analyze the 

application. The present study, therefore, attempts to discuss the data used in 

telecommunication industry.  

a. Call Details Data 

This type of data involves very detailed information of each call that is taking place. This 

includes average call duration, no-answer calls, calls from/ to a different area code, weekday 
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calls (Monday- Friday), daytime calls (9 am- 5 pm), average calls received per day, average 

calls originated per day, unique area codes called over given time period (P) [15]. 

The detailed information is recorded in the call details based on whether it is the source or 

receiver. Such recodes are used for different purposes, such as billing data [16]. 

b. Network Data 

Network data represents the data stored in the interconnected components of the 

telecommunication network in the form of error and status messages, which are to be used for 

network management. These messages contain, at least, a time-stamp, a string as a unique 

identifier for the generating hardware or software, and a code containing the reason of the 

messages [17]. 

c. Customer Data  

Customer data mainly deals with customer information, e.g. name and address. It also deals 

with other information like services plan, contact information, family income, and payment 

history. 

Customer data is used for applications like fraud detection and market profiling [18]. 

1.2 Data Mining Methods that Utilize Data Analytics 

Any decision of method, for the most part, relies on the kind of parameters, requirement for 

examination, and information thickness, to mention just a few. Also, there is a wide scope of 

strategies for prescient investigation which is utilized in the business. This study will 

therefore list some of those procedures. 

A. Logistic Regression 

It is a prescient investigation which is led when the needy variable is twofold. This strategy is 

utilized to clarify the information itself along with the relationship of the needy paired 

variable with at least one free factor [18]. 

B. Linear Regression 

It is the most essential kind of relapse which is utilized for condensing and considering the 

connection between two nonstop factors (one is reliant and the other is free) [18]. 

C. Decision Tree 

It is a graphical portrayal of each conceivable result under any conceivable condition [19, 20]. 

D. Clustering 

It is a strategy which partitions a huge gathering of information into smaller sub-clusters 

containing comparable sort of information. The principal property of clustering is building the 

intra-group similitude and diminishing the in-between group comparability [19]. 

E. Neural Network 

It is a methodology that is weakly related to the brain of human being and can be utilized to 

process data where different components are interconnected so as to understand a specific 

problem [21]. 

F. Support Vector Machine 

It is a regulated learning technique which uses the idea of choice plane to separate an 

arrangement of items having distinctive class participation [18]. 

G. Others 

Some of the other techniques that are used for the same purpose include the Discriminate 

Analysis, Scorecards, Survival Analysis, Market Basket Analysis, Collaborative Filtering, 

Discrete Choice Modeling, Casual Models, and so on [18]. 

1.3 Radix Search Tree 

Radix Search Tree is a particular data structure dependent on the trie that is utilized to store a 

bunch of strings. In contrast to a normal trie, the edges of a Patricia trie are marked with 

successions of characters, as opposed to single characters. These can be series of characters 

and bit strings, for example, whole numbers or IP addresses, or they are utilized for inverted 

indexes of text as the information are retrieved. Once in a while, the names radix tree and crit 
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bit tree are simply applied to trees, putting away numbers, whereas Patricia trie is held for 

more broad sources of info; yet, the design works in a similar route in all cases [22]. 

The radix tree is most straightforward to comprehend as a space-advanced trie, where every 

hub with only a single youngster is converged with its kid. The outcome is that each inner hub 

has at any rate two kids. Dissimilar to the case in ordinary attempts, edges can be marked with 

arrangements of characters, but only as single characters. This makes them considerably more 

effective for small sets (particularly if the strings are long) and for sets of strings that offer 

long prefixes. It bolsters the principal tasks (lookup, insert, delete, find archetype, find 

replacement) which are all O(k), where k represents the lengthiest strings of the set. For an 

enhancement, it can use two pointers for a string (to the last and first elements) in order to put 

edge marks away in steady size [23]. 

1.4 Adaptive Radix Tree  

In this section, the Adaptive Radix Tree (ART) is presented. It starts with certain expansive 

discernments on the potential gains of radix trees over relationship-based trees. This section 

also shows that the usage of ART could be over the top when using the flexible center point. 

The portraying, figuring, searching, and expansion of ART are also explained. Finally, the 

usage of space is analyzed [23]. 

The most interesting properties of ART can be illustrated as below [23]: 

• The complexity and height of the radix tree is depending on keys‟ length. 

• Rebalancing activities are not needed when radix trees are used. In addition, the comparable 

tree is achieved in all incorporation orders. 

• A lexicographic order is adopted to store the keys 

• The key of a leaf is represented by the path of that leaf. So, these keys are unconditionally 

stored and recalled from the related paths. 

There are two sorts of center points in a radix tree; the first is the inner center points, where 

keys are fragmented to various centers. The second is the leaf center points, where the 

contrasting characteristics are stored with the keys [23]. 

The most useful representation of an inward hub may be as a variety of two pointers. An “s” 

bit lump of the key is used as the list into which exhibit during tree crossing. Consequently, 

the following youngster hub is decided without any further correlations [24]. 

The call range corresponding to the boundary “s” represents the fundamental to present a 

radix trees, as it determines the tallness of the tree for a specific key length. A radix tree 

deducts “k” bit keys and shows dk/se levels of internal hubs. As an example, a radix tree 

using s=1 has 32 levels with 32 piece keys. On the other hand, only 4 levels are obtained from 

a range of 8. It is much clearer to distinguish the stature of radix trees as well as the quantity 

of test in the inquiry trees those are totally adjusted as the pursuit trees based on the 

correlation are the common structures of ordering in information-based frameworks. More 

characteristics can be blocked if s>1 when radix tree is used, because in the best case each 

relationship blocks half of all characteristics [25]. 

From “unadulterated query” execution outlook and the adaptive nodes, it is attractive when a 

huge range is available. The obstruction of huge range is similarly clear at the point when 

assortments of pointers are periodically speaking to internal hubs. As most youngster pointers 

are invalid, the space use is excessive. Such balance explains the stature and space utilization 

for different estimations of the range boundary, as deducting 1M consistently appropriated 32-

piece numbers [25]. 

2 Research Approach  

2.1 Phone Number Database 
The dictionary used in the current study is a virtual sample collected from different mobile 

networks in Jordan-based companies (Zain [079], Orange [077], and Umniah [078]). The 

following items highlight the properties of the sample: 
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1. It consists of 5294 phone numbers of students of the Princess Rahmeh College in Al-Balqa‟ 

Applied University, along with some related information, such as ID number, address, 

signature, and nationality. 

2. The phone numbers length in this sample is 10 digits. 

3. The prefix of each number should begin by one of the following choices: 079, 078, or 077. 

4. These phone numbers are used for training and testing the digital search tree method. 

2.2 Digital Tree Implementation  

In the digital tree technique, three trees are built, each representing the prefix of one Telecom 

Company: (Zain [079], Orange [077], and Umniah [078]), as shown in Figs 1, 2, and 3, 

respectively. The trees are built by keeping track of the phone number. The search operation 

is executed by following the phone number digit using suitable track in the appropriate tree of 

the available trees. When the phone number is completed and the tracking reaches to a node 

which saves the owner name, the system shows the data in a textbox which represents the 

name field in a graphical user interface. Based on the radix tree, the Mobile Phone Dictionary 

includes two phases: 

 

 
Figure 1-Digital tree used by Zain Mobile Communications Company contain all possible 

phone number of customers using Radix Tree 
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Figure 2-Digital tree used by Orange Mobile Communications Company contain all possible 

phone number of customers using Radix Tree  

    

 
Figure 3-Digital tree used by Umniah Mobile Communications Company contain all possible 

phone number of customers using Radix Tree     

 

2.2.1 The phase of building the digital trees  
     As was mentioned earlier, the final nodes (leaves) in the tree must be set up to be put away 

in the trees. The strategy is applied through the following associated phases: 

1. When actuality is associated through the database, each phone number and its owner name 

are entered; [Owner name] and [Number]; as shown in Figure 4. 

2. Each number is split into isolated digits. 

3. Each digit is exclusively entered to be kept in the tree depending on its order/ position in 

the phone number. Thus, the initial 3 digits are put away as a root, while the fourth digit is put 

away as an offspring of a similar root at the first level in the tree. Digit five is put away as an 

offspring of the previous digit node, etc. 
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Figure 4- Saving phone number with its owner name 

 

     When reaching the leaf, the name of the owner is saved at level seven in the tree. 

Accordingly, the root may be created through the storing process by some numbers. These 

numbers are correlated with the same first 3 digits of the current number. Here, it will not be 

stored again as a new number. Instead, it is going to the fourth digit of the phone number to 

search for it in an offspring of that root. On the off chance that it is not found, it will be put 

away. Otherwise it will go to digit five and proceeds till arriving at the last digit in the phone 

number. 

For example, let us trace the first number, e.g. [Person1][0795822376], which is split into two 

parts: the prefix part (079) and the remaining digits part (5822376). Part 1 is saved as a root of 

Zain tree network and part 2 is stored as a child of this root. Digit (5) is stored in level 1 and 

digit (8) in level 2, while digit (2) in level 3, and so on until reaching to the point that the leaf 

of the owner name is stored, as shown in Fig. (5).  

 

 
Figure 5-Example of saving phone number in Zain Mobile Communications Company Tree 
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     In this number, i.e.  [Person2][795853132], the prefix part (079) has already been saved in 

the previous case and, thus, there is no need to restore it in each process. The same is true for 

digit four in the current number, which has been already saved as a child of the previous root. 

However, the second digit is not saved and, hence, a new node is created to be a child of the 

parent node, which is (5), as shown in Figure 5. 

2.2.2 The phase of testing the digital trees  

     After the implementation of the digital search tree for all the numbers in the database, the 

numbers are tested by entering the required numbers in a text box, as shown in Figure 6.  

 
Figure 6-Mobile number search system 

 

     Each number is separately processed and the search process is implemented when the 

[Find] button gets on. Then, the textbox will show the owner name. If it is not found, then an 

Exclamation box will be shown with  “Not Found” massage, as shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7-Owner mobile number is not found in search system 

 

The searching process is performed as follows: 

1. The first prefix consisting of three digits – which represent the root of the tree – is extracted 

to determine the suitable digital search tree. 

2. Digit four is examined for determining if it is one of the root‟s offspring or not. On the off 

chance that it is not, then the tested phone number is not found and the message box  “Not 
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Found” will appear. Otherwise, the examination process continues for the other digits till it 

arrives at the last node in the leaf and returns to the owner name. 

As shown in Figure 5, assume that a sample is entered in the text-box. The first number is 

[0795853132], split into 2 parts. The first part, representing the prefix (079), is compared by 

all values of the root previously generated in the trees. The implementation of the processing 

with the tree of the root key (079) in the present example is shown in Figure 5. 

3 Experimental Results 

    In order to evaluate the results, as well as to measure the system performance, they were 

compared to those obtained in previous works [26-30]. Also, a comparison between linear 

regression phone dictionary and digital tree system is drawn. In this experiment, the same 

amount of data is stored in both systems and then a group of numbers is entered and searched 

for the names of their owners. The results show that both systems are identical in terms of the 

correctness of the results, i.e. both systems give the same results. However, in terms of the 

time needed to show the results, the digital tree system needs shorter time than that needed in 

the linear regression system. 

5 Causes of the Errors 

     All training and testing data have the same length (phone number that consists of 10 digits 

as mentioned above) and there is only one owner for each number. The accuracy of the 

system in the testing phase is 100% when using training data, because all data are saved and 

the number can be retrieved with its owner name. While the accuracy of the system is 0% 

when using testing data because they are not saved and it is impossible to retrieve the number 

with owner name. This indicates that the number is either not used or used but not recorded 

for an owner at the telecom company. The accuracy of the system will be 100% when all 

phone numbers with their owners are saved. Therefore, the accuracy difference between 

training and testing stages assigns the number of phone numbers in each dataset. 

When the size of the dataset is increased, the accuracy will be automatically increased [31]. 

Hence, it can be supposed that the system has the potential to identify a large amount of 

phone numbers, while the error rate is automatically decreased. The system may have a “Not 

Found” result only in the case that the number is not in the system. 

6 Conclusions 

    In conclusion, a mobile phone dictionary was developed through utilizing the technique 

known as radix search tree. A training dataset was used to train this dictionary and the 

accuracy was accordingly calculated for the developed number-checker. An overall accuracy 

of 100% was determined. These results may sufficiently guarantee that the developed 

dictionary can be efficiently built using the radix search tree. The proposed system tries to 

save the numbers using a digital search tree in order to make the processes of searching and 

retrieving customer‟s information easier and faster. Accordingly, these results may be 

successfully used by mobile communication companies as the amount of memory required to 

store data will be reduced and data retrieval will be faster. 
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